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DEAR READERS,
The FAKE / REAL issue of The Pluralist is an
exciting one. Prompted by the necessities of
COVID19, we’ve created a new digital platform
on which to host The Pluralist. This will offer us
more freedom in the type of content we feature
and how we can publish it. Upcoming issues of
The Pluralist will be released both digitally and
in print as well, in the near future when feasible.
As RCA2020 opens we wanted to offer
a platform for students to present work in
progress, ideas, experiments and investigations
throughout the issue. With graduations postponed,
and shows taking place from our homes all
around the world we wish everyone leaving the
RCA well and hope for solidarity and strength
from within and outside of the RCA community.
We were initially drawn to FAKE / REAL as a way
to talk about art and (in)authenticity. However,
as the COVID19 crisis unfolded around
the world FAKE / REAL also took on many
other elements as we found ourselves living
through our Zoom screens, absorbing essential
information digitally, and encountering
disinformation reframed as truth.
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As the Black Lives Matter movement has
gathered refreshed momentum over recent
weeks, it also feels important to remember
that FAKE / REAL doesn’t just relate to aesthetic
concerns. It also encompasses urgent concerns
about lived experiences of the world and how
they are represented by us or by others. From
‘fake news’ and ‘deep fakes’, to the act of
gaslighting or forcibly denying the reality of
oppression experienced by Black communities,
what is ‘real’ and what is not is one of the major
questions of our contemporary moment.
In this issue you can look forward to a video
essay on fictitious bacterial clothing, a poetic
meditation on Tiger King, fake diamonds, fake
rocks, a horoscope column, a fabricated digital
museum, and more. We hope you enjoy the
issue.

lucy, harri + eilis
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A MESSAGE OF SOLIDARITY
The Pluralist would like to take this opportunity
to state its unequivocal support for the Black
Lives Matter movement. We are committed to
long-term change towards racial justice and
anti-racist action. We would like to re-share the
following resources compiled by Halimo Hussain
at the RCA Students’ Union. As Halimo writes:
“The struggle for change is also a collective
and individual one, so we would like to share
the following resources with you in the spirit
of transformation that strives for equality and
justice for all”.

BOOKS
Ain’t No Black In the Union Jack
Paul Gilroy
Assata: An Autobiography
Assata Shakur
The Autobiography of Malcolm X
Alex Haley
Black Power, The Politics Of Liberation
Charles V Hamilton and Stokely Carmichael
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Black Skin, White Masks
Frantz Fanon
The Bluest Eye
Toni Morrison
This Bridge Called My Back
Rosario Morales
The Fire Next Time
James Baldwin
Freedom Dreams:
The Black Radical Imagination
Robin D.G Kelley
Freedom Is A Constant Struggle
Angela Y Davis
Here to stay, here to fight:
A Race today anthology
Paul Field, Robin Bunce, Leila Hassan
and Margaret Peacock
How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
Walter Rodney
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How We Get Free:
Black Feminism and
The Combahee River Collective
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor
Medicine Stories: Essays for Radicals
Aurora Levi Morales
Moving Towards Home: Political Essays
June Jordan
Policing The Crisis
Stuart Hall
Sister Outsider
Audre Lorde
White Fragility
Robin Diangelo
Why I’m No Longer Talking
To White People About Race
Reni Eddo-Lodge
The Wretched of The Earth
Frantz Fanon
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ARTICLES
Black Study, Black Struggle
Robin D. G Kelley
Building The Anti-Racist University
Tate & Buggeley
The Combahee River Collective Statement
Combahee River Collective
For Our White Friends Desiring to Be Allies
Courtney Ariel
From Minneapolis to London
London Campaign Against
Police and State Violence
How to be an ally if you
are a person with privilege
Frances E. Kendall
The Intersectionality Wars
Jane Coaston
We Should Be Afraid, But Not Of Protestors
Melvin Rogers
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White Privilege:
Unpacking The Invisible Knapsack
Peggy Mcintosh
Inclusive Practice: Alchemy Transformation in Social Justice Teaching
Shades of Noir

THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX & PRISON
ABOLITION RESOURCES
Abolition now: 10 years of Strategy
and Struggle Against the
Prison Industrial Complex
Critical Resistance
Are Prisons Necessary?
Ruth Wilson Gilmore
Are Prisons Obsolete?
Angela Davis
Discipline and Punish
Michel Focault
Dying for Justice
Institute for Race Relations
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The End of Policing
Alex S. Vitale
The New Jim Crow:
Mass Incarceration in the
Age of Colorblindness
Michelle Alexander
Prisons and Universities Are
Two Sides Of the Same Coin
Eli Meyerhoff
Who do you serve? Who do you protect?:
Police Violence and Resistance
In The United States
Joe Macare, Maya Schenwar,
Alan Yu Ian-Prince

DOCUMENTARIES
13th
The Black Panthers:
Vanguard of The Revolution
The Black Power Mixtape
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Concerning Violence
A Place of Rage

PODCASTS
About Race with Reni Eddo-Lodge
Intersectionality Matters
The Lockdown
Millenials Are Killing Capitalism
Seeing White
With Friends Like These
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RACIAL JUSTICE ORGANISATIONS
IN THE U.S.
Black Vision Collective:
A black, trans and queer led organisation
that is committed to dismantling systems
of oppression an violence.
Campaign Zero:
Online Platform and organisation that utilises
research based policy solutions to end police
brutality in America.
Minnesota Freedom Fund:
Community based non profit that pays bail &
immigration bonds for individuals how have
been arrested while protesting police brutality.
Reclaim The Block:
Coalition that advocates and invests
in community led safety initiatives in
Minneapolis neighbourhoods.
Unicorn Riot:
Non-profit organisation that is dedicated to
exposing root causes of dynamic social and
environmental issues.
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RACIAL JUSTICE ORGANISATIONS
IN THE U.K.
Akwaaba Social Centre:
Akwaaba is a Hackney-based social centre
for migrants. They offer a space for rest, play,
learning and mutual support.
Black Activists Rising Against Cuts (BARAC):
Campaigning organisation against racism,
injustice & disproportionate impact of cuts on
black communities & workers.
The Black Curriculum:
A social enterprise that delivers Black British
history through the arts, in schools and out of
schools to all young people in the UK.
Black Lives Matter UK (BLMUK):
A coalition of people from across the UK who
believe deeply that Black Lives Matter.
Community Action On
Prison Expansion (CAPE):
A network of grassroots groups fighting prison
expansion in England, Wales and Scotland.
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ICFree:
A group of young black and brown south
London kids fighting to end the criminalisation
young people in the education and criminal
Justice system.
INQUEST:
Combines specialist support for bereaved
people following a state related death, with
the influence to achieve change in legislation,
policy & practice.
Kids Of Colour:
Organisation exploring race, identity and
culture, and challenging the everyday,
institutionalised racism that shapes young
people’s lives.
London Campaign Against
Police and State Violence (LCAPSV):
London Campaign against Police and
State Violence: community organising against
police and state brutality in South
London and beyond.
Runnymede Trust:
UK’s leading independent race equality think
tank.
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United Friends And Family Campaign (UFFC):
A coalition of those affected by deaths in
police, prison and psychiatric custody. They
support others in similar situations and
organise yearly marches commemorating the
lives lost at the hand of state.
Windrush National Organising Group:
A african-Caribbean political movement
for Justice Or Else & fighting the Hostile
Environment & all forms of Racism.
Wretched Of The Earth:
Grassroots collective for Indigenous, black,
brown & diaspora groups/individuals,
demanding climate justice + in solidarity
w/ our UK & Global South communities
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RCA RESOURCES
Black. British. Designer.
“An investigation into the lack of Black
professionals within the product design sector
and what role upcoming designers can play in
building a more diverse sector” dissertation
by Timi Oyedeji
RCA SU Decolonising the Institution
a series of talks held in 2018 by the RCA SU
focused on the institutions’ relationship to
decolonising with guests from within the
institution and others from beyond sharing
their experiences and exploring socio-political
ideas responding to issues that affect the
institution.

This list was compiled by Halimo Hussain at the
RCA Student Union, thank you for the permission
to share this reading list in this issue of The
Pluralist.
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NO GEOTAGS OR
TOURISTS ALLOWED:
HOW SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS HAVE BECOME
SOUVENIRS OF TRAVEL
AND AUTHENTICITY
BY

emma o’regan-reidy

Before lockdown, travelling in the late 2010s and
moving into 2020 seemed like a dizzying spin-off
of Danny Boyle’s film The Beach (2000). In this
film, a young, golden-hued Leonardo DiCaprio
stars as Richard, who arrives in Southeast Asia
for a contrived sense of adventure offered by
an environment he sees as ‘different’ to his own.
When he and a traveller friend come across the
titular beach on a serene island, they promise
the local residents they won’t disclose its location
to anyone else in order to maintain the serene,
lush space.
Well, as we could have predicted, they didn’t
keep their promise; Richard tells others about
this secluded, formerly idyllic community. Due
to the film, the actual beach—Ko Phi Phi Le’s
Maya Bay in Thailand—was ruined not only from
filming, but from the swathes of tourists arriving
at the now well-known spot. Now, twenty years
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later, with Instagram geotags would the beach
have become a media, tourist-speckled frenzy
far quicker than it did? Vice journalist Bettina
Makalintal wrote about this issue in February
2020, saying “social media expedites the problem, prompting huge amounts of interest in
destinations that aren’t prepared for an onslaught
of tourism.” The capturing of these travelled
spaces through social media grids like Instagram
or travel vlogs on Youtube not only has destroyed
the natural environments of these destinations,
but has created a hierarchy of authentic and ‘fake’
travel experiences.
The design of social media has undeniably
impacted modes of travel in search for the most
‘authentic,’ most ‘local’ experience in contrast to
the predictability of overflowing souvenir shops
or garish postcard images. Due to the standardisation of these travel tropes through new
media, who would want to be caught unironically
wearing an “I <3 Barcelona” t-shirt rather than
having a candid photo taken eating bombas
and ensaladilla de cranc at local restaurant: Bar
Bodega l’Electricitat? According to local guide,
Clàudia, “she’s never seen a tourist there”, despite
it being listed on an article intended for foreign
travellers titled “10 Ways to Experience Barcelona
Like A Local”. The secrecy and intuition of a local
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resident have become prized travelling traits as
people cling to these displays of the authentic
experience in contrast to that of the contrived
tourist.
Due to the saturation of these scenic and urban
locations by tourists via social media and geotagging on Instagram stories, some have taken
to abandoning posting their travel discoveries
altogether. However, others argue that by not
tagging and keeping these places to one’s self
those without the cultural capital or awareness
of these places through their social circles are
being excluded. The counterpoint to these antigeotag movements is crystallised in Danielle
Williams’s viral blog post “5 Reasons Why You
Should Keep Geotagging” Williams, founder
of DiversifyOutdoors.com, observes that not
geotagging “is fostering a classic game of keepaway, with undertones steeped in racial and
socioeconomic privilege.” By not tagging or
mistagging, those who don’t have the knowledge
of these places aren’t given an equal opportunity
to explore the outdoors. Conde Nast Traveller
writer, Tyler Moss, offers a potential remedy for
this, suggesting “to use the geotagged photos
not as blueprints, but as inspiration for uncovering our own Roys Peaks and super blooms.”
Ideally, travel displayed on social media should
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inspire rather than standardise experiences and
help to ease the awkward nuances of being a
tourist in an entirely new locale.
Specific locations are now advertised for their
“uniqueness” and how this sets them apart from
typical landmarks. Especially among the vast
landscape of America, social media has made
these previously local destinations brimming
with tourists. Dana Watts, executive director of
the organisation Leave No Trace, observed in
an interview with the New York Times that what’s
growing to be a particular concern “are Instagram influencers hired by brands to promote a
particular place or product” or both. Much like
whatever chunky knit sweater, skinny tea, or
facial wash the influencer is selling, the location
has become a coveted way to obtain some
fleeting semblance of an authentic ‘lifestyle’
more similar to rose-tinted Urban Outfitters ads
than the banality of your cramped uni bedroom
or predictable strip mall in suburban America.
Culture and authenticity have been intertwined
into the outdoors, or more specifically the areas
favoured on Instagram.
The design of these digital platforms themselves,
whether they be more commercially or socially
driven, is deeply embedded with the act of sharing.
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Individual profiles, and therefore travelsites are
growing around the currency of the individual
experience. This visual experience then gains
traction in the digital sphere through sharing
or posting. The saturation of this individual,
anecdotal knowledge has transformed travel
from the ‘tourist’ to the ‘local’ in search of obtaining
these picture-perfect moments and experiences.
However, when looking at the underpinnings
of ‘sharing’, sociologist Paula Bialski notes that
“one begins to unravel questions pertaining
to possession and property, exclusion and inclusion.” This is exhibited by the interface of
Airbnb for instance, which bodes well with
the streamlined aesthetics of ‘authenticity’ on
other digital platforms like Instagram. The glossy,
professional photos framed on Airbnb’s website,
much like the standard tropes upheld by travellers, “establish a sort of aesthetic regime that the
users of the platform must adhere to in order to be
a successful host [...] Thus ‘what’ is being shared
is predetermined by the interface—in this case,
stylish, glossy, well-kept apartments that adhere
to a certain global cosmopolitan aesthetic.” The
idealised home-away-from-home being sold
both tangibly and intangibly on these platforms
through specific photographs demonstrates
this prevalent connection between travel and
authenticity. Where is one more authentic than
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their own home? Or, in this case, an apartment
with the same IKEA decor as yours, transplanted
into a new city?
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, posts of travel
have dried up with the exception of throwback
photos and photos capturing one’s daily allowance of exercise time. There has been a lot of
conversation about the fall of the influencer due
to the pandemic and predicted accompanying
recession. The currency of traveller Instagram
posts most likely will continue on an upward
trend after this period ends and people are able
to venture outside of their homes gradually once
again. Hopefully this homebound period of stasis
will make the experience of travel more novel
and appreciated rather than a holiday-season
given. Following the slogan of the Leave No
Trace organisation: “Enjoy Your World, Leave
No Trace!” digitally or physically; your life will
still be lived whether it’s framed in the colourcoded aesthetics of authenticity or not.
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a pissing match over tigers

BY

fiona glen

Today’s contagion bred, breath to breath,
a captive audience: by word of mouth
or surge of sight: enclosed
and turning to the bazaar
of oddballs / menageries
of mismanagement, awaiting
one-hundred-and-thirty-two million
screen-lit eyeballs
and never enough blinks
and never enough seconds to stop
the next episode from slippering onto
Rippling in sequins [blue / green / silver]
the showman bends to kiss his tiger
like the showmen bent to kiss their tigers
in extravaganzas of Orients
fascinating natures
wrested from further
and shrinking corners
of something ‘other’
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But 		 the mayor, the prosecutor
				the cop and the executioner
of his own dustbowl empire
is so busy with his zoo
that he can’t see the animals
between the tiger stripes
of cage bars / match / cut
from his eyelinered eyes
to the dark-rimmed gaze
of a tiger
				There’s a lot of drama in the zoo world
/ a lot of strolling in slow motion
over a take-down testimony
[stick a shocking clip / BIG CAT BIG TEETH /
between ‘em for measure]
investigations are never easy
when timelines mulch into
alternate versions, 		 worse
				than what you can treat
				an animal
and after all
an incriminating edit undoes
the innocence of smiles and silly hats
(we all know that people who sing
to each other, for love, are suspect)
				that was a champagne
				and brie evening
say the doers of certain evil
contemplating the justice system
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But nothing says LOST IT like a federal bone dig
or three donkeys roaming a churned-up porch, or
pizza with a lemur in the driving seat, or
				 I’M DONE WITH THE ANIMAL WORLD!
declared from beneath a horseshoe moustache
(restless plus stagnant equals danger)
Still we won’t believe it until we’ve seen
the prison window lit up at night, the man
slurring in a bandana in the bath
while his interviewer asks the fee of murder
and everyone seems drunker than ethics
She pushes her sunglasses back
with five manicured fingers
and runs five more
through the fur
of a lion
See:
wealth is glowing skin and large enclosures
trimmed and orthodontic people
with the bronze-plated time to zoo-keep their
standards
See:
not-wealth is a shot from below a dirty sock
– or gap teeth / uncut hair / corrugated ceiling /
no locks – or
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				RIGHT GUN RIGHT NOW
shouting down the long / flat / straight
highway with its dirt and herds
From mugshot to mullet
he worries the viewers will see a hick
but all I see is a wounded animal
thick scar turned to bold stare
abandonment turned to capture
you would all be fucked without me
he screams to those
he is terrified of losing
This is the man
in total control
(this is the place)
Where concern is unconserved
for other creatures’ comforts
(this is the part)
Where, entranced by the bulge
in the picture on the package of briefs
(with its bronze, bulbous thrust)
(enlarged by the loving touch)
(of digital brushwork)
the satisfied customer wraps
his junk in jaguar print
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A self-made specimen
of dominant manhood, he stalks
from headboard to bedpost
imagining himself a wild thing
hungry for a cage of limbs to hold him
his pockets sticky with the promise
of the branded Sex Gel
sacred as a talisman, instilled
with hope alone
(like any libation)
with the elixir of big-cat virility
				IN ALL THEIR POWER AND THEIR
				GLORY
But elsewhere, angry
she wears her commitment
loud in cheetah print
on leopard print
on zebra print
on tiger print
how could 		 SHE
				SHE WANTS TO BE
				THE LAST MAN STANDING!
But everywhere, a right swipe is more likely
draped over the tame / dead
body of wild stripes
But 		 EVERYTHING IS NEUTRAL
				AND HAPPY AND GOING WELL
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and seeing is believing
and buying is loving
and 		 we’re like the military except
				instead of grenades
				we have tigers
(this is the reality)
When the primordial calligraphy
of heavy rings and thick stripes
is 			 cooler, sexier, and more significant
than any creature would wish to be
to save their skin from the greedy
lexicography that links
predation with / sexual / prowess
When the pelts mounted on the walls
and the pelts manufactured on mass
sit side by side
with every impassioned inanimate icon
with the total lack of irony
in the face of the man in a leopard T-shirt
who locked his very own snow leopard
into a South Carolina summer
who looked into the staring eyes
of passers-by, stunned into asking
				don’t they need to be refrigerated?
and felt congratulated.
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Passion, proven
by a devotion of mugs and magnets
and a hand posed
below the belly of an infant tiger
to ensure that your wedding-day grin
shines with reflected evolutionary majesty!
that day / you are / significant enough
to hold your other
divorced from the world of its meaning		 wild
And 			 THE ANIMALS SAY THANK YOU
for making them so saleable
eyes sealed shut:
mewling for mother:
glowing of cash –
But 			 even if it’s a train crash
we can’t help but look
waiting with baited clicks
for a crime, true like loyalty
Until a mailbox explodes with snakes
and someone fire-bombs a gator house
and 			 not a single animal benefitted
even if the reality
show says otherwise
But maybe it was your conviction
that proximity made you close
that the grip of fascination frees
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that your rapture in their presence
gave them salvation
that if attention was empathy
				more and more and more
and intensity was respect
				anything and everything
and you were working hard
				we want it all
to the industrious logic of
				MAKE MORE ANIMALS, DUH!
then you could be forgiven
for believing you cared.
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WANDERING IN THE MIDST OF
THE REAL AND THE FAKE,
HOVERING BETWEEN
THE YIN AND THE YANG
BY

eko binyaoi liu

Two of the most important Chinese characters
embody the secrets of the universe. The phonetic
indicator of 陰 (Yin) ideographically denotes ‘the
Presence (今) of the Cloud (云)’; accordingly,
陽 (Yang) represents ‘the sun (日) rising from
the horizon’. When the cloud brings the earth
shadows, the rising sun offers brightness. Since
two thousand years ago, when the first Chinese
philosopher tried to discover how the universe
functions, a mutual whole has gradually taken
shape inside this black-and-white circle.
The primeval chaos out of which the universe
creates itself. Things are created later in pairs:
the winter and summer, the water and fire, the
brightness and shadow, the power of expanding
and contracting. Dualities exist when the opposite or contrary forces develop independently,
yet complementarily and interconnectedly.
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They enjoy interacting as both cause and effect,
reciprocal causation shall they be named. The
universe identifies itself as the physical manifestation of dualism and shapes itself like the
cycle of Yin and Yang. The receptive (Yin) and
the active (Yang) are weighted equally, showing
a perfect balance between the two opposites
with a portion of the element in their own part
where they meet. In this case, the winter waits
for summer, the water connects to the fire,
the shadow is lingering behind the brightness.
Everything happens spontaneously, which means
the genuine and the counterfeit are written on the
same page and the fake would always be there,
challenging, questioning and haunting the real.
In the Chinese Taoism thought, the distinction
between the good and bad, the fake and real,
along with all the other dichotomous judgments
are perceptual, provisional, and not solid. The
opposite parts are dual, and the duality itself is
indivisible.
However, it doesn’t mean that the ancient Chinese
took it for granted that the boundary of the fake
and the real is always blurred. On the contrary,
the Chinese classics have spared enough weight
discussing the inalienable two. In the 16th century
Chinese novel the Journey to the West, the author
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Wu Cheng-En conducts a trial of ‘the True and
False Monkey King’. After an argument between
the Monkey King and the Tang Priest Xuan-Zang,
a six-eared macaque dresses up as the Monkey
King. The two monkeys are so alike that no one,
in Heaven or on Earth, can tell which one is fake,
even the Goddess of Mercy. In another greatest
Chinese Classic, the Story of the Stone, the author
Cao Xue-Qin tells his readers in the first chapter
that: Truth becomes fiction when the fiction is
true; Real becomes not-real where the unreal
is real. It is unquestionably hard to tell the fake
and the real at some moments, however, the
question asked by enormous philosophers and
writers is: is it necessary for people to find out
an answer?
When the water is crystal clear, there is no fish in
it; when a man is sharply observant, he has no
friends with him. What delivers in the Chinese
literature classics is not the determination of
separating the fake from the real, but living with
both. Navigating between the truth and the
falsehood, people find the Peach Blossom Land.
It doesn’t matter whether they are facing the
real or the fake, what they always bear in mind
is that the distinction is sometimes beyond their
consciousness. Questioning everything around
them, believing nothing comes without a pair
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and enjoying the illusion of not knowing the
genuine and the false. The brightness welcomes
the shadow, the tragedy incubates the comedy,
disasters might convey the blessings, and the
fake just might be the doorway to the real.
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ADVERTISEMENT

At Sold Out we ask what is left out from the
curricula in academic and practical spaces
within graphic design.The question is what
is excluded and why, who is producing
knowledge and who is distributing it? In
an attempt to connect these knowledge
gaps and fill the material and structural
inequalities we hope to create reference
points through published materials within
graphic design.

The aim is to not simply to diversify or
democratise the publishing and referencing
system, it is to go further and question
the inequalities in the spaces around us.
We do not want to simply place people
of colour in otherwise white spaces or
accept the status quo of gendered spaces
or continue to entertain environments
solely built for abled bodies. As a newly
established publishing house we
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want to address how , the bastion of Eurocentrism, white heteronormative privilege
and superiority of a white curriculum in
particular remains.We do this by publishing
toolkits, essays, manifestos, exercise books
and many other multi-faceted mediums.
Sold Out is a platform that facilitates
multiple different perspectives, it is based
on plurality and is in no shape or form
claiming to hold complete universal truth

or knowledge.We are only here to facilitate
our authors. We invite you to participate,
discuss, publish, write and create with
us if you feel that your content is placed
within our statement. Our tagline, “We’re
sold out but you can be too”—is both
an invitation and a provocation that the
published content either fails to come to
existence at the moment or doesn’t get
the attention it deserves.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
VISIT: WWW.SOLD-OUT.NET

END OF ADVERTISEMENT
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THRESHOLD

BY

benjamin bird
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These spaces give a sense of inhabited
domesticity, with the tastes and style of
fictional occupiers. These buildings’ invisible
occupants have white goods which won’t
be turned on, bedrooms which won’t be slept
in, and toys never to be played with.
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BY

ronan porter

“An undoing. Take me back. Make me into
someone who has never been done harm.
Go as far as you can. Make me brand-new.
No bruises. No scars. She thought of the moths
in their boxes. She missed her tattoos, her old
clothes. She missed sitting in the sun with Hellie.
She missed the gentle, dilapidated curves of
her mother’s couch. Alex didn’t really know
what she missed, only that she was homesick
for something, maybe for someone, she’d
never been.”
— “Ninth House” by Leigh Bardugo
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THEY STAND ALONE

BY

catharina bond
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Porcelain has always been an object of value
and can constitute, for its owner, a symbol of
social status. Especially, for a specific group:
art dealers, collectors or auction houses. But,
of course it has to be ‘the real shit’.
In the ‘They Stand Alone’ series, Augarten
porcelain (a traditional Austrian porcelain brand)
is combined with hyper-realistic silicone quails
and other meat products. This combination
brings back the ‘readymade’ to its economic
relevance of artificial scarcity. It, once again,
becomes a unique object. ‘They Stand Alone’
addresses the social construction of hegemonic
and financial power, which is not only being
reproduced by the current state of art and
exhibition production, but is also being
exploited by it.
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A BRIEF GUIDE TO FALSE SMILES
THE DOS AND DON’TS OF
CRAFTING A RELATIVELY
CONVINCING SMILE
BY

emily mcgardle

Do you frequently find yourself in situations
where you don’t want to smile but feel compelled
to?
Do you struggle to make disingenuous smiles
appear genuine?
If you answered yes to one or both of these
questions: this is the guide for you. Inside you’ll
find the help you need to start faking smiles
today!
Think about the times when you smile but you
don’t really want to. When it requires a particular
effort. A stranger on the bus tries to engage you
in a conversation about the weather. A joke lands
poorly during a best man’s speech. Someone
shows you a picture of their baby and it looks
like an undercooked potato.
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A BRIEF GUIDETO FALSE SMILES provides you
with the knowledge you need to master smiling
convincingly against your will.

This basic how-to focuses on 3 main areas:
				 • The mind: what thoughts to think.
				 • The eyes: don’t look like a fool.
				 • The smile: how big is too big?
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THE MIND
If you have to put up with someone you encounter
regularly for the sake of civility:
Summon a reasonable amount of tolerance and
patience.
Briefly ignore any hostility you may have towards
the person.
Temporarily disregard historical or ongoing
grudges you may bear towards them.
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THE EYES
Do not blink.
Aim to keep your eyes open as much as possible.
Resist* the urge to roll your eyes.
*Although a brief eye roll combined with a
smile can sometimes be used as a sign of
acknowledgement, it is best to exercise caution
with this depending on the situation.
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THE MOUTH
Timing is paramount. Smiles that are too brisk
or even too prolonged can appear disingenuous.
Try not to pinch your mouth shut as if you are
attempting to stifle a violent sneeze.
Draw up the corners of your mouth but not so
much that it looks like you have been caught by
a pair of errant fish hooks.
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FAKE ROCKS

BY

lydia brockless

Once when I was a kid, I attended some sort of
art workshop on a Saturday morning. The first
exercise was to produce a drawing of a stone.
This was to be used later on for something else
I forget. I set about drawing my stone, and got
really into the rhythm of making marks to build
texture on its surface.To be honest, I think I got a
little carried away, and ended up filling the entire
surface of my stone with jagged lines. When
the bloke leading the workshop came round to
look at our work, he stopped at mine, intrigued,
and remarked something about it being very
interesting, followed by, “tell me, have you heard
of an artist called Picasso?” I hadn’t, because I
was six.
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When I went to art school for my undergraduate
degree, I became fixated on repetitive actions, on
surface and texture, and on ideas surrounding
relationships between real and fake. I had read
Eccentric Abstraction, an essay written by Lucy
Lippard in 1966 which talked about visceral
bodily experiences of sculptural works which
inhabit that space between being vaguely anthropomorphic and utterly amorphous. I was excited
by the idea that something could be so abstract,
so minimal in form, but somehow resemble a
body part in such a pure way that it had more of
an effect on the viewer than if they were looking
at the real thing. The same is true, I think, for
those things which mimic and hyperbolise other
things by way of repetition, for example in the
way a crafted surface can exaggerate the texture
of something that exists in the real world to the
point that it becomes ‘a bit much’. At this time I
was making ‘angry work’. I was still reeling from
the sudden death of my mother, and the delayed
response I had to the shock and trauma of it (it
happened when I was 16 and it took me over
a year to start having a breakdown). I thought
therapy had ‘fixed’ me but I couldn’t understand
why I still felt so bad at age 21.
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At age 26, I started making fake rocks.The story
of the ‘Picasso stone’ from my childhood went
round and round in my mind. I had started to
notice that my work was throwing up similarities
year after year, and I wondered whether it was a
sign that I hadn’t ‘moved on’. I eventually realised
those similarities were separated by pockets of
progress and decided to embrace it as just the
nature of the beast. My tutor at college had told
me that artists are each working on their own
set of questions; each time we make work we
are trying a different tack, attempting another
new way to answer some of those questions.
That’s all an art practice is, apparently. The fake
rocks were made by repeatedly pushing a small
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stone into a slab of clay to make indentations,
then pulling up the sides to make a mould into
which to pour plaster. The finished rocks really
do look like rocks, but all they really amount to
is a record of a repeated action: a smaller rock
pushed against soft clay, over and over.
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At age 28, I am at the RCA and having familiar
feelings; my narrative is being exposed as I am
constantly challenged on my creative decisionmaking. It’s exhausting and exhilarating. I’ve
made more fake rocks. I’ve made a fake river
and puddles out of paper. The puddles cling
to the wall and the river has risen from its bed,
suspended above ground, its movement arrested
in midair, with fallen willow leaves scattered and
floating on its surface. I’ve made a fake mountain
range, a bleached cotton concertina mimicking
geological folds and ruptures. These things are
arguably not ‘fake’ in quite the same way as the
rocks are, but I still recognise them as things
which imitate other things, whether that was my
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intention from the outset or not. Since the anger
from years ago has dissipated, it has become
easier to address issues outside of my own pain.
These things are still deeply personal, but situate
my story within something more expansive.
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I sometimes wonder what the point is in making
imitations of natural things. In the West we see
nature as something we ‘go to’ to ‘enjoy’ and
something worth saving. What we refer to as
‘nature’ in that removed kind of way, is actually
a part of us. Or rather, we are part of it. All the
systems and pathways packed into our bodies
are part of a wider network of pathways and
processes being enacted by the world around us,
from the micro — to the macroscopic. Biological,
physiological, meteorological, geological, geographical — even psychological and sociological.
What is the purpose of my sitting in my studio
crafting fake rocks or paper water? Why do I feel
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the need to make my own versions of these
things? Am I perpetuating the notion that nature
is ‘other’ by doing this?
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For me, an awareness of the constant flux in
the landscape, Earth’s endless enactment of
its myriad processes, is both unsettling and
comforting. The river slipping past, depositing
sediment; tectonic plates bumping against each
other over millennia; mountains rising, leaves
photosynthesising, vapours condensing, glaciers
melting, cells multiplying.The unrelenting change
is dizzying, even when it is taking place at a snail’s
pace. It reminds me that I am also changing.The
average lifespan of the cells in my body is seven
to ten years. This means that since the day my
mother died, the vast majority of my material
body has been shed and replaced by something
new. My physical fabric has changed irreversibly,
matter from my body has been jettisoned in
order to re-enter the cyclical system of Earth; yet,
somehow, I am still the same person.
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LA BELLE ET LA BÊTE

BY

victoria geaney

I gaze at your mirror,
Your glass; the bell jar,
And see through you.
Lying in Multiple lenses,
Repulsive cold shards refracting—
Jagged and jarring.
Doppelgänger; you—the fake.
Back at me.
The death of so many for the ego of one.
You, who cannot beg,
For salvation.
Nameless beguiler, reductionist fantasy.
Specious illusion, ensnared within your
sheltered glass.
The Core, my core.
Freedom and forgiveness—
Both, and at once.
Magnetic beauty and the beast.
Captivating, enchanted rose
Inside your protected shield.
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I, who was seduced.
Venal. Truth, untruths.
Smash through,
Violent, human,
Take back.
Action and act upon,
To control not to control.
I could no longer protect you, my love.
Unwitting scapegoat.
Cynical specter, mirage, haunting and haunted.
Broken by charm.
Fake, fake, fake
Keres—I Destruct you
Smashing through
fragments of your vacant vitrine
soaring.
I. Woke. Up.
Shattering, fracturing the illusion –
the enchanted piece ensnared within glass
then is exposed to the truth, to reality
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Where is the real; where are the lines between
the illusion and the reality of wearing a bacterially
grown garment; where is the real garment; and can
we ever trust the fake and its allure? These images
show a manipulated bioluminescent bacteria
‘growing’ onto the dress. The garment is digitally
manipulated to oscillate and shatter into shards,
as though it is made from glass.
The fake enchants us, under its spell –
what happens when it is shattered?
Will we shatter it in order to find
the reality and the truth?
In reality, the dress, made from absorbent raw
wool felt, was initially photographed dry on the
model. It was then dipped into a melted agar
solution containing nutrients derived from yeast
extract, placed onto a mannequin and inoculated
with bioluminescent bacteria Photobacterium
Kishitanii. It began to glow after 10 hours,
and continued to glow for 72 hours. It was
photographed after approximately 10-12 hours
of growth. The images from Day 1 (plain dress
on model) and Day 2 (bacteria glowing on agar
soaked dress, photographed on mannequin) were
digitally put together by a retoucher.
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This bacterial garment was never worn by a
human and thus the image is speculative. A
bacterially grown garment would be messy to
wear: due to being drenched in bacteria and other
substances. The material would be wet as it is
covered in sea water, agar substrate and yeast
medium, for the living colonies of bacteria. This
speculative dress would only ‘live’ as long as the
bacteria were sustained.
Click here to see the video.
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AIR DIAMOND RINGS

BY

haojun zhou

‘Air Diamond Rings’ is a series of hollowed out
diamond shapes in silver ring settings embedded
in a clear resin block with a finger hole in the
centre.
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Meanings are restricted and conditioned on both
a personal and cultural level. The work ‘An Oak
Tree’ (1973) by Michael Craig-Martin, consists of a
glass of water on a glass shelf on metal brackets
253 centimetres above the ground, and a text
mounted on the wall, describing the piece as
being an oak tree. For me, this work was a turning
point leading me to contemporary art. Drawing
from the jewellery field, I feel the diamond has
been given a lot of extra emotional value.There
is a common understanding that the meaning
of a diamond has tended to be symbolic, not
only a beautiful extremely expensive stone .The
meaning of the word ‘diamond’ has also been
taken to describe a certain level of quality, such
as the ‘diamond princess ship’ or ‘a diamond
membership card’.
In this work, I am simply providing a clue which
makes people automatically complete a picture
of an entire diamond shape on top of a ring in
their mind. However, it’s more like a deception. If
you were to turn it over and find out the diamond
is absent, you may perceive a new meaning to
this object instead of what you have taken for
granted.
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E-MUSÉE

BY

waikwok choi

During the pandemic, bricks-and-mortar museums
closed down, leaving us with an online experience of various museums and galleries. Some
museums have also turned to online curation
and exhibitions. The bar seems to have been
lowered and the experience of the exhibition is
not the same as before.
I have built my own online gallery, called E-MUSÉE,
in which I display some of the work I’ve done
since I arrived in London. However, as online
viewing does not allow me to feel the light,
materials, or sound as deeply as live viewing, I
decided to close the showroom out of responsibility and respect for the audience and myself as
an artist. In a sense, I curated an online exhibition
that opened for closure.
We can turn to our electronic devices at any
time and type in any exhibition or museum
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we want to go to, but can we really experience
the original space? Does it create feeling? Do
virtual showrooms also need to consider realistic
factors such as opening hours, lighting, and
even showroom size? In an age that can easily
satisfy any kind of desire, would imposing virtual
limitations create a more satisfying experience
for the online viewer? If museums and galleries
are the places responsible for presenting art,
should the refusal of openness be used to present
online, digital, and virtual works that are not often
experienced in bricks-and-mortar museums and
galleries? Within my project E-MUSÉE I decided
to use video-led tours with a linear time flow in
order to emphasize a sense of limitation that this
virtual museum gives. It’s a speculation on the
future form of museums and galleries.
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BLUE PERIOD

BY

jose garcia olivia
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(flip your device and zoom)
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THE UBIQUITOUS TREACHERY

BY

ike stiltz

Every few years a work of art comes along to
remind the greater public of what they have
suspected all along, that artists are nothing but
charlatans. Most recently this mantle has passed
into the hands of Maurizio Cattelan; his perishable, garden-variety banana insolently duct taped
onto a gallery wall—total cost of production:
under £3.00. He sold two for £90,000 each. How
are we supposed to respond to such blatant
absurdity? Are we expected to revere this fruit
as we would a meticulously crafted sculpture?
Cattelan’s Comedian (2019) was destined to become the subject of ridicule and outrage. Behold—
another fraud taking advantage of those with
more money than sense.These instances serve
as a concrete reminder that the art world has
irredeemably lost its way—this isn’t art, this is
hopeless. Cattelan himself, in an appropriate
analogy for his working process created a toilet
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made of gold—and who could forget Tracy
Emin’s My Bed (1998), Piero Manzoni’s cans of
Artist’s Shit (1961) and of course the grandfather
of the lot, Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (1917).
The irreverence these artists appear to show
towards an artistic ideal is rooted in a long tradition of critique through subversion, in fact,
we can note many instances where these
same methods have been used to call out postmodernism and the greater art world.
Consider the published biography of artist Nat
Tate; a literary hoax released in 1998. At the time
of its publication writer William Boyd greatly
encouraged the belief that the biography was
authentic. The opening event was held in Jeff
Koons’ studio, where David Bowie (who was
in on the hoax) read out passages of the book
to some of the biggest names in the New York
art scene. As the story goes, Nat Tate (named
after the National Gallery and Tate Modern)
was an abstract expressionist who came to
prominence in the 1950’s, he sold fairly well
but was relatively unknown. In his later life he
suffered severe depression, bought back all his
artworks, destroyed them and then jumped off
a bridge.
In 1964 a chimpanzee’s paintings were exhibited
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under the name Pierre Brassau, to favourable
reviews “Pierre is an artist who performs with
the delicacy of a ballet dancer”. Earlier still, we
have the hoax art movement Disumbrationism,
created in 1924 by writer Paul Jordan-Smith.
Upset that his wife’s realist paintings had been
rejected, he decided to pick up a paintbrush for
the first time to expose the establishment for
the sham he perceived it to be. He painted a
series of dreadful artworks to surprisingly positive
reviews: “Pavel Jerdanowich (his pseudonym)
is not satisfied to follow the beaten path […] his
spirit delights in intoxication, and he is a prey
to aesthetic agonies which are not experienced
without suffering”.
Subverting from within is not a new concept.
It’s peculiar, however, that the very tools used
to undermine post-modernism are often the
same ones that demonstrate its effectiveness.
It seems easily forgotten that the movement
emerged from such acts of subversion. When
Duchamp presented his urinal, it was to test
the principles of the exhibition panel, in signing
the urinal ‘R.Mutt’ we see an early example of
a fictive artist used as critique. The progenitors
of post-modernism did not demand their work
be revered, in fact, many were working in direct
resistance to these cultural hierarchies. Those
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involved in Dada would protest the farce of the
modern world; building a collective based on the
renunciation of high culture. While the Futurists
aimed to antagonise audience members, rousing
them to a misdirected mobilisation. None of these
events began with the intention of being accepted
canonically as art, they were active attempts
to ridicule, disrupt, democratise or undermine
various aspects of modernist society.
Dada and Futurism were intimately tied to
literature and theatre, within these movements
art was seen as just another mode of expression.
However, when considered against the versatility
of speech and performance, it was clear that
the visual arts had been historically restricted
as a means of communication. Why couldn’t
an artwork follow the examples of language?
Why could it not be nonsensical, obscene, ironic,
create its own narratives or even lie? Indeed if
we accepted similar restrictions to our everyday
language, all spoken sentiments would require
strict selection for grace, poetry and integrity.
These early collectives weren’t precious about the
history of art, and it was precisely this defiance
that allowed the visual to assimilate with other
elements of culture.This amalgam of influences
helped create the expanded arts we know today—
democratising the entire process along the way.
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It is through this backdrop of literature and
institutional commentary that Leonid Vail: A Retrospective (1883-1945) was created. Leonid Vail
is a fictive artist, whose retrospective toured as
an authentic exhibition between 2016-2019. It
purports to chronicle the life and work of a deceased Russian artist—his biography loosely
based on that of Wassily Kandinsky, Walter
Benjamin and LeonTrotsky.The project explores
narrativization, perception and authenticity,
demonstrating how readily narratives and
symbols can be taken to be legitimate,
particularly when placed in a context of authority
(museums, news outlets etc.)This echoes a larger
conversation about truth, set in a society that is
increasingly aware of social narratives and the
existence of other worlds.
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As we cannot step outside context, the understanding of any sign or situation is already an
interpretation; a corruption.The very idea of high
culture or institutionally regulated expression—
while perhaps comforting—is ultimately absurd
and proves itself to be the most vulgar fiction
imaginable. I’ll take a duct taped banana any day.
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WELL AND REAL

BY

elke tharrou

You wrote I should find someone real. I translate
‘real’ into my language, it becomes /aleth-ino/,
from /aletheia/, deriving from a(=non)+ lithi
(=forgetfulness), the real as a negation of forgetfulness- true, I continue to remember, you.
Truth, the ancestors say, lies at the bottom of a
deep well. I leaned over the well at the village,
trying to see this truth. Unfathomable darkness,
I could not understand at which point my depth
of vision was getting lost.The well had lace-like
grooves that were sculptured along its stone
brim, formed from the rope that lifted the bucket
with the water.These grooves looked almost as
if a giant thumb had pressed the stone, and like
in plasticine, curved these paths. But this cannot
be true of course.
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My friend got worried about me, said “you have
to watch something light and funny that doesn’t
make you think much, check ‘Upload’”.The storyline of this series focuses around a character,
whose ‘brain data’ is uploaded after his death,
so that his family and friends can communicate
with him as before. They can see his image
digitally reconstructed, as if they were talking
to him through Skype or Zoom. This character
is not alive any more, but his brain is still there,
having witty conversations. “I think, therefore
I exist’’, is stated at some point in the series,
defending all the companies that had created
different apps for ‘uploads’. It is mentioned that
some brains were ‘freaking out’ when reaching
this digital platform after death. It all depended
on their psycho structure; some uploaded brains
were fleeing the app in terror. Around the third
episode I felt some deep compression on my
chest, although it was clearly funny at many
instances, and eventually I ended up watching
the whole series.
Your suggestion about the real was in a text
message. Uploaded into bodiless digits, true and
real voiceless letter types that I started to think if
you are real, and if your mute database of ‘good
mornings’ and ‘good nights’ downloaded in
my phone was real too. As I was making these
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thoughts I started to wonder about skies, clouds,
beaches, fields, mountains and lakes with you
but after a while it all looked so uploaded and
unreal that a sense of panic emerged bringing
me back to my room. The soft phew-like notes
of an Otus Scops owl reached my ear. I record
and text you this flute-like contact call.
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ONE POEM

BY

valeska noemi

í n a dream you never have five fingers`– he said.
she remembered when she woke up
the stone grey sheets wrinkling around her curled
up body
lashes flickering in front of her eyes
was it a ray of sun or streetlight?
five fingers rubbing her skull
two stretching her eye lid
the dust of his cigarette still pressing on her chest
as if he vaporised into a cloud hanging above her
pressing her knees up to her chin
where his one finger lay when staring
at the tired eyes above her weak smile
the smoke of a past encounter
now pushing her back into the stone grey cushion
he waved goodbye with five fingers – she was
certain stone grey cotton curling her up into a
		heavy heart
ivory fragments of her body
frozen in the light of another day
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dried out over night
on the shores of her bed.
a fossil of her past self
did he engrave her in this moment
or did she manifest herself?
hoping he might come to collect her
grab her with two hands
of five strong fingers
lay her softly on a velvet cushion
a special tray for his collection
in a fragile vitrine
on his nightstand
next to all made up histories
can the past change if the meaning is still unclear?
he would dust her
polish his smoke away with white feathers
portrait her fragment of this morning in his
museum
her fossil in his shelf of foreign rituals
stories he created
or made her create
was her history essential?
or was it surreal?
she knew her past cannot exist
outside of her idea of her relict
the artefact he collected of her
was a single piece
uniquely formed in one moment
of this very morning in time
glorified into her purest self
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she never pictured herself more real
than in this artificial idea
of her ivory fossil skin
on stone grey sheets
under his watch
at the climax of her belief
she would belong to her remains
as her own artefact in his shrine
eleven little fingertips tickling her bones
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JIGSAWS
BY

esme boggis

I never do jigsaws.
But now I had taken them up.
I looked at them for such a long time that I began
to see my days as jigsaws, flowerpots as flattened
pieces to be fitted to together.The world as puzzle.
Locking, allotting, meant-to-be-together parts. It
makes a whole of something—door, sign, cat.The
fluffy feet of the feline look like brushes, tickling
the cliff-edges of cardboard. Sweeping, a sweptup feeling, brushed to the side again. I close my
eyes to nap, like a cat now, lazy with leftover fur
from jumpers stuck to my skin. I’ll keep it there
to keep me warm, safe. I see the bits slotting
together—satisfaction, popping, rubbing together.
I miss bodies by my side. Gyrating to the sound of
thumping bass, accidental shouldering, fingertips
pulling at my hair, the residue of unknown sweat
on my dry leg. I’m jealous of the puzzle’s closeness,
the eventual snugness of its male and female
limbs. Tell me how long waiting lasts. I nap for
10 minutes. Does someone have to pick me up
and wedge me into a space?
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THE SAME ROOM
BY

kevin siwoff

For the past few months, I’ve been feeding bits
of my written work—as well as an ongoing
selection of writings from other authors who
are influential to me—into a machine learning
model. It’s a way for me to compost a writer’s
archive. The algorithm breaks down the
heterogeneous sources in an attempt to find
internal linguistic patterns and measurable
features across the entire input. As a result of
this process, I’m left with seeds from which to
generate new writing. As I type a few words into
the prompt, the AI responds quickly and grows
my text. It conjures voices, which overlap and
harmonise with my own, written from multiple
temporal vectors.
My poem, ‘The Same Room’, is part of a
larger body of work, constructed from this
experimental compost. I had been thinking
about my confined domestic world under global
lockdown, and the potential for these interior
spaces to be reframed as something else—if not
as an exercise of the imagination, then as errors
of commision from both man and machine. A
bath, is a bed, is a kitchen, is a library. All of
which are places to eat and sleep and shower,
amongst other things.
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You’re having lunch, or a
or a meal. You’re
a familiar—
You’re
having a snack. You’re
drinking
—and going to bed.
You’re going to the—
You’re going to bed.
It’s raining.
You’re getting ready for bed.
Your bedroom
is on the first floor.
A door.
On the first floor.
You’re having lunch.
Your dining
go upstairs.
Your bed is on the
You’re having a bath. You’re going to
—in a bath.
The bath is on the first floor.
You’re having breakfast. You’re
—in the kitchen.
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Your supper. You’re having a shower.
Your bedroom
is on the first floor.
In the living room. In the library.
You’re having a bath.
Your bedroom is on the second floor.
In the bedroom
The bathroom is on the first floor.
your shower.
Your bedroom is on the second floor.
The same room.
the same room.
your bath.
You’re having a bath.
Your supper
you’re
in the kitchen.
you’re
you’re
You’re having breakfast.
You’re going to bed.
in the kitchen.
Your bedroom
is on the first floor.
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—on the second.
your supper. You’re having a shower.
in the same room,
you’re
Your dining
your supper
on the first floor.
you’re
You’re going to bed.
In the kitchen—
in the same room.
your bath.
the same room.
your bed.
you’re having a shower.
in the same room.
you’re in a bath.
you’re in the same room.
in the same room.
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CALL ME BY YOUR SIGN

BY

linda zagidulina

PART ONE
Gemini is a perfect affair mastermind,
Another Gemini (imagine you have two Gemini
friends) is your Louise (like in Thelma & Louise,
1991), for the backup.
…and here comes a Sunset boulevard cinematic
runaway lit by sunlight.
The first Gemini would be responsible for the
fake IDs, the second Gemini for transportation
and security.These two could probably get from
Paris to Honolulu, and so can you, if you would
dare to get on board. Besides, there has been
much focus on digital experiences and online
vastness recently, which makes me eager to
focus on the physical leftovers we are allowed
to dwell on these days.
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As they say, Aries season gives the push for the
year to carry on, when Gemini season is the
third in the queue of astrology movements of the
year. Although, Gemini arrives like a breeze in
the midday and actually is open to turn over the
page for a new chapter (mutable sign, you know).
These two (Geminis, of course, as they are famous
for polarity of opinions) won’t let things hang in
there or stand by, even if the physical dimension
is limited to four walls. It wasn’t designed to stay
with you either, as a polaroid or a postcard would.
This is a spirit of going for something you really
care about and giving it some space to breathe
between two steady energies of Taurus and Leo.
Their runaway doesn’t imply that you can escape
from your life, rather to express what you do stand
for and where exactly your passion lies. Instead of
carefully planning or harvesting your goals, this
sign is here to help to navigate a treasure hunt
and to stop inherent little things bugging you so
unexpectedly. As if that’s a call for your personal
rescuer Gemini to retrace your topography, after
recent retrogrades would try to sweep you off
your feet and the GPS route. Although, at the end
of the Cancer season you have a backup in the
presence of the moon in Capricorn. So consider
that all the tasks are completed on the things
you decide to quit during this journey.
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PART TWO
Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice…
This is my personal spell to summon the much
needed Leo season. As we have passed a point
of summer solstice, three eclipses and one new
moon since the beginning of summer, now our
planet is approaching my favourite time of the
year (Leo season).The bad news, however, is that
Cancer season is almost behind. Although, the
coming new moon will take its position in Cancer,
which is a reason why you might suddenly be
fixated on naming an unusual and broad range
of feelings or trying to find a new side to a feeling
of empathy.
If Cancer season teaches to appreciate and accept
all feelings and emotions one can experience, as
in Wong Kar Wai’s movies (who is also Cancer).
Then Leo is this invisible power that gives an extra
life to go through the boss battle (if there is one).
Just like sunshine, the upcoming season is likely
to let one approach things with enthusiasm and
romantic naivety. I genuinely believe a room gets
brighter when a Leo enters it. Also, this season’s
checklist includes reinventing “self-care”.It could
be any subject: a break-up, as in Dua Lipa’s hits
(who is a Leo), channel inner powers to fight Evil,
as Luke Skywalker (I’m convinced he is a Leo too!),
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or to be a significant leader, as Barack Obama
(naturally, Leo). Unlike other zodiac placements
of the cycle, the combo of Cancer and Leo have
a unique potential in maintaining one’s mental
health and problem-solving skills. The drive of
a cardinal sign and the fire sign’s energy is an
archetype for many, Batman and Robin, Kanye
and Kim, Blair Waldorf and Chuck Bass, Morticia
and Gomez Addams, Serena and Venus Williams.
Well, you get it, the list is endless.
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CON-GRAD

class of 2020

